
Please return the completed form to mbowden66@sbcglobal.net by 2/7/2018  

CCYHA Board Trustee Nominee Biographical Information 
 
The following information is requested of any candidate for a contested CCYHA Board of Trustee position.  This 
information will be available on the CCYHA website and at the Chiller Dublin rink. All candidates must be a member in 
good standing with CCYHA.   Please be brief in your responses. 
 
 
Name:  Tyson Beatty 
 
Provide any personal information you would like voters to know. 
(Please include where you live in the community and for how long, number of children active in 
CCYHA, brief information about your professional background, and anything else you consider 
pertinent): 
 
My wife Stacie and I have lived in the old Dublin area for over 15 years.  We have two boys Drew 
(Peewee) and Chase (Mite) that have been playing at CCYHA now for several years.   I re-located 
to Dublin from Wisconsin in 1997 where I enjoyed playing hockey through High School.  
Graduated from UW Madison in Engineering and currently employed at Honda Mfg. as a 
Manager of a New Model Development group.   
 
 
Summarize any previous CCYHA volunteer experience or similar experience with other youth 
athletic organizations, including coaching, commissioner, board member, etc.: 
 
Currently completing my first nomination to CCYHA Board where I have served as a Trustee. 
Throughout this past term, I have learned so much about the organization and how much effort it 
takes to make this all happen for our young players.   
I have enjoyed coaching at CCYHA for the past 6 years in House, Development, and Travel 
teams.   The past two years have focused on house ADM Coordinator for Mites maintaining 
weekly drills and coaching coverage.  Throughout the year, we volunteer for activities such as the 
Columbus Tournament, Santa Skate, Coaching Clinics, House and Travel team events, and 
general equipment /maintenance. 
 
 
 
Do you participate in other volunteer activities about which you would like the CCYHA voting 
members to know? 
 
 
 
Briefly describe why you would like to become a CCYHA board member and add any additional 
information you would like to provide that would support your belief that you would be a 
productive addition to the CCYHA board. 
As a returning board member, I will continue to fill gaps and support the organization’s events.  I 
have been able to see the ADM module come full circle and how much the skill level within the 
players have advanced.  I will continue to focus and support the ADM modules and house 
programs moving forward.  I am committed in creating a fun, yet challenging environment for 
our players who look forward to coming to practice and games.   
 
 
Briefly describe, if elected, the priority you would place on the volunteer time for CCYHA and 
provide a brief statement regarding the amount of quality time you anticipate you would be able 
to commit to the organization.  
 
If re-elected to CCYHA as a board member I will continue to support ADM development and 
house programs.  As the sport of Hockey in Columbus grows so must our vision of the 
organization being able to accommodate more players and keep the most skilled coaches on the 
ice.   
 
The sport of hockey is so special because we as players, parents, and coaches form friendships 
that last far longer than just a season.   The line mates I had over 25 years ago are all still my 
close friends.  This connection to the game is why I feel it is a priority help create this same 
environment within this organization for our players.    
 
 
 
 


